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The Great American Burger Book
Shake Shack’s first-ever cookbook, with 70 recipes and plenty of stories, fun
facts, and pro tips for the home cook and ShackFan, as well as 200 photographs.
Follow Shake Shack’s journey around the world; make your own ShackBurgers,
crinkle-cut fries, and hand-spun frozen custard shakes at home; and get a
glimpse into the culture, community, and inner workings of this global
phenomenon.
Winner of the 2019 Art of Eating Prize With more than 90 mouth-watering
recipes, Superiority Burger Cookbook lays bare the secrets of America’s most
talked-about vegetarian restaurant, in recipes as a simple as they are irresistible.
Along with recipes for a coterie of other delights—fresh, vegetarian, accidentally
vegan, and always incredible—you’ll find out why Superiority Burger in New York
City’s East Village is the hottest ticket in North America and the surrounding
continents. Superiority Burger is a cozy counter hangout filled with affordable,
innovative food that is a protest against the idea that extraordinary fare is the
exclusive domain of the elite. Now you can bring its blueprint for rebel
compassion and culinary sophistication into your home with this cookbook; a
must-read for home cooks who want something delicious, new, and imminently
within their reach. The book is divided into six flavorful sections—Sandwiches,
Cool Salads, Warm Vegetables, Soups and Stews, Sweets, and Pantry
Recipes—and reveals the recipes for some of the restaurant’s favorites: the
Sloppy Dave, Burnt Broccoli Salad, Russet Potato–Coconut Soup, Tahini Ranch
Romaine Salad, and, of course, the now legendary Superiority Burger. "Brooks
Headley makes the best veggie burger I’ve ever had." —David Chang
The founders of the popular Naked Kitchen website unveil more than 100 of their
favorite organic plant-based recipes for burger lovers everywhere. The recipes
combine simple, wholesome ingredients to create a wide variety of scrumptious
vegetable- and bean-based burgers and accompaniments that everyone can
enjoy. The Naked Kitchen Veggie Burger Book celebrates the burger in all its
versatile glory—served on freshly baked buns, crumbled atop salads, added to
pasta sauces, baked into taquitos, and more! Spanning a number of different
ethnic influences, from Mexican to Mediterranean to Asian, these burgers are as
nutritious as they are fun, flavorful, and redolent of homey goodness. The Naked
Kitchen duo also present their favorite burger buns, condiments and toppings,
sides and salads, fresh beverages, and “beyond burgers” recipes—for a
superlative burger experience. Among the offerings: · Zesty Bean Burger ·
Southwestern Mini Sliders · Caramelized Onion Burger · Roasted Tomato
Ketchup · Sweet Corn Ceviche · Crispy Sesame Green Bean Fries · Sweet
Potato Beer Fries · Sun-Dried Tomato and Pepper Sausages · Pumpkin Seed
Pesto · Sizzlin’ Satay · Pineapple Sunshine Cooler · Sparkling Raspberry Lemon
Saki-tail Each recipe includes a full-color photograph and is tagged with symbols
indicating whether it is gluten free, soy free, and/or oil free. The authors also
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share numerous tips and tricks for easy preparation and storage.
Whet Your Appetites for A Fascinating History of American Food "Terrific food
journalism. Page uncovers the untold backstories of American food. A great
read." —George Stephanopoulos, Good Morning America, This Week and ABC
News’ Chief Anchor #1 New Release in History Humor David Page changed the
world of food television by creating, developing, and executive-producing the
groundbreaking show Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives. Now from the two-time Emmy
winner David Page comes the book Food Americana, an entertaining mix of food
culture, pop culture, nostalgia, and everything new on the American plate. The
remarkable history of American food. What is American cuisine? What national
menu do we share? What dishes have we chosen, how did they become
“American,” and how are they likely to evolve from here? David Page answers
all these questions and more. Food Americana is engaging, insightful, and often
humorous. The inside story of how Americans have formed a national cuisine
from a world of flavors. Sushi, pizza, tacos, bagels, barbecue, dim sum?even
fried chicken, burgers, ice cream, and many more?were born elsewhere and
transformed into a unique American cuisine. Food Americana is a riveting ride
into every aspect of what we eat and why. From a lobster boat off the coast of
Maine to the Memphis in May barbecue competition. From the century-old Russ
& Daughters lox and bagels shop in lower Manhattan to the Buffalo Chicken
Wing Festival. From a thousand-dollar Chinese meal in San Francisco to birria
tacos from a food truck in South Philly. Meet incredibly engaging characters and
legends including: • The owner of a great sushi bar in an Oklahoma gas station •
The New Englander introducing Utah to lobster rolls • Alice Waters • Daniel
Boulud • Jerry Greenfield of Ben & Jerry’s • Mel Brooks If you enjoyed
captivating food history books like A History of the World in 6 Glasses, On Food
and Cooking, or the classic Salt by Mark Kurlansky, you’ll love Food Americana.
America's hamburger expert George Motz returns with a completely updated
edition of Hamburger America, now with 150 establishments where readers can
find the best burgers in the country. George Motz has made it his personal
mission to preserve America's hamburger heritage, and his travelogue spotlights
the nation's best roadside stands, nostalgic diners, mom-n-pop shops, and
college town favorites--all with George's photographs and commentary
throughout. Whether you're an armchair traveler, a serious connoisseur, or
curious adventurer, Hamburger America is an essential resource for reclaiming
this precious slice of Americana.
The author continues his celebration of American cuisine with a history of
backyard barbecues, fast-food restaurants, and gourmet burgers, in a volume
complemented by fifteen recipes.
The Great American Burger Book is the first book to showcase a wide range of
regional hamburger styles and cooking methods. Author and burger expert
George Motz covers traditional grilling techniques as well as how to smoke,
steam, poach, and deep-fry burgers based on signature recipes from around the
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country. Each chapter is dedicated to a specific regional burger, from the tortilla
burger of New Mexico to the classic New York–style pub burger, and from the
fried onion burger of Oklahoma to Hawaii’s Loco Moco. Motz provides expert
instruction, tantalizing recipes, and vibrant color photography to help you create
unique variations on America’s favorite dish in your own home. Recipes feature
regional burgers from: California, Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska,
New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, and Wisconsin.
The riveting story of the entrepreneurs and renegades fighting to bring lab-grown
meat to the world. The trillion-dollar meat industry is one of our greatest
environmental hazards; it pollutes more than all the world's fossil-fuel-powered
cars. Global animal agriculture is responsible for deforestation, soil erosion, and
more emissions than air travel, paper mills, and coal mining combined. It also, of
course, depends on the slaughter of more than 60 billion animals per year, a
number that is only increasing as the global appetite for meat swells. But a band
of doctors, scientists, activists, and entrepreneurs have been racing to end
animal agriculture as we know it, hoping to fulfill a dream of creating meat without
ever having to kill an animal. In the laboratories of Silicon Valley companies,
Dutch universities, and Israeli startups, visionaries are growing burgers and
steaks from microscopic animal cells and inventing systems to do so at
scale--allowing us to feed the world without slaughter and environmental
devastation. Drawing from exclusive and unprecedented access to the main
players, from polarizing activist-turned-tech CEO Josh Tetrick to lobbyists and
regulators on both sides of the issue, Billion Dollar Burger follows the people
fighting to upend our food system as they butt up against the entrenched
interests fighting viciously to stop them. The stakes are monumentally high: cellcultured meat is the best hope for sustainable food production, a key to fighting
climate change, a gold mine for the companies that make it happen, and an
existential threat for the farmers and meatpackers that make our meat today. Are
we ready?
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling
cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your
most special occasion—from salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a
full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate
Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative, creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light
Deb Perelman loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s never
even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at least at first, for
special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found
herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to her. Have you ever
searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three
million results. Where do you start? What if you pick a recipe that’s downright
bad? With the same warmth, candor, and can-do spirit her award-winning blog,
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Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than 100 recipes—almost
entirely new, plus a few favorites from the site—that guarantee delicious results
every time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color
photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite
vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza; ratatouille dressing up a sandwich;
cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are recipes you’ll bookmark and use
so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who wants to
impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield amazing
results in a minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail;
how to lose your fear of cooking for a crowd; and the essential items you need for
your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full
meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate
Hazelnut Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most
special occasion.
Fifty chef-created recipes—some classic, some boundary pushing—for America's favorite
sandwich, the grilled cheese. A fresh take on the beloved American classic, from the classic
white bread with American cheese to "The Champ" (a taleggio and short rib extravaganza); the
"Johnny Pastrami," which combines pastrami with the bite and freshness of apple chutney; and
"The Tomater" with creamy mozzarella and a sun-dried tomato spread. Featuring both
common and elevated ingredients like brie cheese, poppy seed bread, olive tapenade, fig
marmalade, smoked salmon, candied bacon, bourbon-glazed ham, and raisin walnut bread,
these are recipes that invite you into new and uncharted grilled cheese territory. With notes on
the best cheese and breads and pro tips for the best cooking techniques, this book has
something for every taste and is guaranteed up your grilled cheese game.
Bold new burgers are appearing on the menus of the country's top restaurants, reverently
prepared by some of the nation's best chefs. The burger has become a fine dining event,
expertly crafted and fiendishly devoured. Allow award-winning chef Samuel Monsour and
noted burger critic and chef Richard Chudy to serve as your guides in this brave new world,
bringing that energy and creativity to your own kitchen and backyard. With a fearless do-ityourself spirit and respect for the gritty, authentic flavors of American cuisine, Monsour and
Chudy share 120 mouthwatering recipes to set your grills ablaze. No top-down, ordinary
themed burgers here. Instead, these renegade chefs provide you with the inspiration to realize
your own wild creations. (See their baker s dozen of outrageously stacked burger centerfolds
to fire up your imagination.) Organized by the elements it takes to reach burger nirvana and
sizzling with dynamic writing and design, American Burger Revival will feed the souls of
ambitious, devoted burger lovers everywhere. Stoke the coals and prepare to see the light.
New York Times Bestseller The Bob's Burgers Burger Book gives hungry fans their best
chance to eat one of Bob Belcher's beloved specialty Burgers of the Day in seventy-five
original, practical recipes. With its warm, edgy humor, outstanding vocal cast, and signature
musical numbers, Bob's Burgers has become one of the most acclaimed and popular animated
series on television, winning the 2014 Emmy Award for Outstanding Animated Program and
inspiring a hit ongoing comic book and original sound track album. Now fans can get the
ultimate Bob's Burgers experience at home with seventy-five straight from the show but
actually edible Burgers of the Day. Recipes include the "Bleu is the Warmest Cheese Burger,"
the "Bruschetta-Bout-It Burger," and the "Shoot-Out at the OK-ra Corral Burger (comes with
Fried Okra)." Serve the "Sweaty Palms Burger (comes with Hearts of Palm)" to your ultimate
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crush, just like Tina Belcher, or ponder modern American literature with the "I Know Why the
Cajun Burger Sings Burger." Fully illustrated with all-new art in the series's signature style, The
Bob's Burgers Burger Book showcases the entire Belcher family as well as beloved characters
including Teddy, Jimmy Pesto Jr., and Aunt Gayle. All recipes come from the fan-created and
heavily followed blog "The Bob's Burger Experiment."
Take your pick from beef, black bean, chicken, eggplant, falafel, lamb, or shrimp. Top it with a
fried egg, stuff it with Gorgonzola, add bourbon BBQ sauce or serve it on a grilled baguette.
Any way you want to prepare, top or serve it, a burger is delicious. While these burgers can
stand alone in their glory, why should they have to?
Originally published in hardcover in 2008.
The debut cookbook from the Saveur blog award-winning Internet expert on making eating
cheap dependably delicious As a college grad during the recent great recession, Beth Moncel
found herself, like so many others, broke. Unwilling to sacrifice eating healthy and well—and
armed with a degree in nutritional science—Beth began tracking her costs with obsessive
precision, and soon cut her grocery bill in half. Eager to share her tips and recipes, she
launched her blog, Budget Bytes. Soon the blog received millions of readers clamoring for
more. Beth's eagerly awaited cookbook proves cutting back on cost does not mean cutting
back on taste. Budget Bytes has more than 100 simple, healthy, and delicious recipes,
including Greek Steak Tacos, Coconut Chicken Curry, Chorizo Sweet Potato Enchilada, and
Teriyaki Salmon with Sriracha Mayonnaise, to name a few. It also contains expert principles for
saving in the kitchen—including how to combine inexpensive ingredients with expensive to
ensure that you can still have that steak you’re craving, and information to help anyone get
acquainted with his or her kitchen and get maximum use out of the freezer. Whether you’re
urban or rural, vegan or paleo, Budget Bytes is guaranteed to delight both the palate and the
pocketbook.
From conception to perfection, a complete history of the hamburger, for fans of Mark
Kurlansky, Tom Standage, Jared Diamond, and Bee Wilson. Discover the food history you've
been missing in this entertaining book. Do you know what the first burger chain was? That
Taco Bell was originally known as Bell Burger—and was founded in the same city as
McDonald's? Have you heard of the 1980s Burger Wars? All About the Burger covers all these
topics and more… All About the Burger will take you on the burger journey of a lifetime, an
informational magic carpet ride. You’ll learn about restaurants, cooking styles, and different
eras that have made the burger the juggernaut that it is. From White Castle to Shake Shack,
from simple sandwich to specialty burger, you won’t miss a bite. This is the definitive Bible of
Burgers. After reading this book, you will learn: · The contributions burgers have made to food
culture · The evolution of the burger from carnival treat to an American staple · Where to go to
find your next favorite burger · And much more! Praise for All about the Burger “Sef’s pursuit
of the real story, along with the way he writes about the histories of these storied American
restaurants and companies, truly conveys the respect and love he has for the subject.”?Bob
Gatewood and Brian Easley, president & vice president at Druther’s “A book so meticulously
researched and passionately written, it is the crowning achievement of one of our greatest food
authorities. You will devour it instantly.”?Lee Schrager, Food Network’s South Beach Wine &
Food Festival, founder
Achieve burger greatness, with updated classics, regional favorites, homemade everything
(from meat blends to pretzel buns), and craft-burger creations, plus fries and other sides, and
frosty drinks. What is the "ultimate" burger? Ask that question and you will ignite an
enthusiastic debate about meats, cooking methods, degree of doneness, bun types,
condiments, toppings, and accompaniments. The Ultimate Burger has the best answer to all of
these questions: The ultimate burger is what you want it to be. And America's Test Kitchen
shows you how to get there. Craving an all-American beef burger? We've got 'em: steak
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burgers, double-decker burgers, and easy beef sliders. Travel beyond beef, with options for
turkey, pork, lamb, bison, salmon, tuna, and shrimp burgers before exploring the world of meatfree burgers, both vegetarian and vegan. Then it's go for broke, featuring out-of-this-world
creations like a Surf and Turf Burger, Loaded Nacho Burger, Grilled Crispy Onion-Ranch
Burger, and Reuben Burger. You want sides with that? The sides chapter covers the
crunchiest kettle chips, the crispiest French fries, and the creamiest coleslaws, and we've even
thrown in some boozy milkshakes and other drinks to help everything go down just right. We
even guarantee bun perfection with all sorts of homemade buns to lovingly cradle your juicy
patties. And we reveal the ATK-approved store-bought buns, ketchups, mustards, and relishes
to complement your burger, along with recipes for plenty of homemade condiments like Classic
Burger Sauce, Quick Pickle Chips, and Black Pepper Candied Bacon to mix and match with
the recipes.
Indulge your naughtiest food fantasies and satisfy your gluttony and lust with this succulent
cook-and-look book, from a self-described “burger pervert” and creator of the notorious
PornBurger blog. PornBurger is Washington, DC, chef, food stylist, and creative producer
Mathew Ramsey’s orgasmic experiment: ingredient-driven, flavor-intense, sensually divine
excess that caters to the food fetishist in all of us. Shamelessly health-unconscious and ready
to entertain (or offend), Ramsey’s recipes deliver the ultimate in debauched burger
stackography—handcrafted buns, patties, toppings, and sides, even some boozy
beverages—expertly designed and lusciously photographed in a set of bombshell burger
pinups. But don’t be fooled by raunchy descriptions and Ramsey’s signature burger puns, like
the Bill U Murray Me?, Spamela Anderson, and the Willem DaFoe–nut. This burger freak is a
culinary-school-educated chef devoted to the dark arts of hamburgery. Ramsey shows you
how to master as many essential cooking techniques as he offers graphically delicious images
to ogle. Whet your appetite with delectable concoctions like the Horn Dog: clover honey, whole
kernel corn jalapeño batter, slow-roasted pork belly, pickled hot dog, two smash-cooked
PornBurger beef patties; the James Francophile: quick pickled beets, truffled demi-glace,
Gruyère de Comté, one PornBurger beef patty, bone marrow onion jam, potato-chip-crusted
fois gras gougère; and I Woke Up Like This: sriracha mustard, arugula, smoked bacon,
American cheese, fried chicken thigh, quick-pickled hamburger dills, White Castle
cheeseburger waffle. Combining tantalizing meat blends, grinds, and cooking methods, a
tempting range of vegetarian and pescatarian delights, and lip-smacking custom ketchups and
pickles, PornBurger offers the ultimate dining experience and entices you to create your own
culi-naughty adventure. Every element of every burger is open to reinterpretation—with
PornBurger, get weird, get wild, and leave no burger fantasy unimagined . . . or uneaten.

Explores the homogenization of American culture and the impact of the fast food
industry on modern-day health, economy, politics, popular culture, entertainment,
and food production.
Wicked Good Burgers fearlessly incorporates new techniques, inspirations, and
ingredients to take the burger to the next level.
The debut cookbook from NYC's viral sensation Black Tap delivers unique
recipes for innovative burgers and sensational, over-the-top milkshakes. Black
Tap is no ordinary burgers-and-fries restaurant—after opening in NYC's Soho in
March 2015, their bold, gourmet-flavored burgers and sky-high milkshakes
adorned with donuts, sparklers, and oversized cookies have created amassive
cult following on social media and the streets of New York, with people waiting in
line for hours just to score a seat at the restaurant's lunch counter. Though Black
Tap is known for its assertive flavors and outrageous shakes, at the heart of the
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brand is the notion of an old-school luncheonette burger deluxe: an expertly
prepared burger with all the trimmings, a side of fries, and a milkshake to cap off
the meal. In his debut cookbook, Black Tap chef-owner Joe Isidori delivers 40
recipes for the restaurant's signature burgers, tasty condiments and toppings,and
gravity-defying milkshakes. With Craft Burgers and Crazy Shakes, readers will be
able to prepare and enjoy all of Black Tap's classic and innovative creations, from
their Old Fashioned Burger to the Sour Power Milkshake, in the comfort of their
own kitchens, no standing in line required.
The classic guide to America's greatest hamburger eateries returns in a
completely updated third edition--featuring 200 establishments where you can
find the perfect regional burger and reclaim a precious slice of Americana.
America's foremost hamburger expert George Motz has been back on the road to
completely update and expand his classic book, spotlighting the nation's best
roadside stands, nostalgic diners, mom-n-pop shops, and college town
favorites--capturing their rich histories and one-of-a-kind taste experiences.
Whether you're an armchair traveler, a serious connoisseur, or a curious
adventurer, Hamburger America will inspire you to get on the road and get back
to food that's even more American than apple pie. "A wonderful book. When you
travel across the United States, take this guide along with you." -- Martha Stewart
"A fine overview of the best practitioners of the burger sciences." -- Anthony
Bourdain "Just looking at this book makes me hungry, and reading George's
stories will take you on the ultimate American road trip."-- Michael Bloomberg
"George Motz is the Indiana Jones of hamburger archeology."--David Page,
creator of Diners, Drive-ins, and Dives
Burger Lab will change everything you thought you knew about burgers—the musthave resource for burger aficionados who want to step their creations up a notch.
Burger Lab examines the elements that make up the ultimate burger: the perfect
squishy bun; a pickle that has just the right amount of tang and crunch; the exact
quantity of mayo and ketchup to deliver maximum flavor without over-powering
the burger; and the ultimate pattie that's meaty, juicy and umami-intense. It is a
science to get all the elements perfect, but in this unique cookbook Daniel Wilson
shows us how to get the chemistry exactly right. The modern-day junk food is
elevated to the sublime by Daniel Wilson's cheffy sensibilities; Burger Lab will
change everything you thought you knew about burgers and arm you with
everything you'll need to know to make cult-worthy burgers at home. Mouthwatering constructions include a Wagyu cheeseburger deluxe, a Fried chicken
burger with slaw, a Reuben burger with corned beef, sauerkraut, Swiss cheese,
thousand island on a rye bun, a BBQ pulled pork bun with pickles and more, plus
recipes for condiments, chips and milkshakes to wash it all down. The book's
unexpected and fun design, with close-up cross-sections of burgers, illustrative
elements throughout and even including an amazing pop-out burger illustration
on the endpapers make this the most exciting burger book ever!
A Pulitzer Prize-winning correspondent with unprecedented access to the inner
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workings of the U.S. Supreme Court chronicles the personal transformation of a
legendary justice From 1970 to 1994, Justice Harry A. Blackmun (1908-1999)
wrote numerous landmark Supreme Court decisions, including Roe v. Wade, and
participated in the most contentious debates of his era-all behind closed doors. In
Becoming Justice Blackmun, Linda Greenhouse of The New York Times draws
back the curtain on America's most private branch of government and reveals the
backstage story of the Supreme Court through the eyes and writings of this
extraordinary justice. Greenhouse was the first print reporter to have access to
Blackmun's extensive archive and his private and public papers. From this trove
she has crafted a compelling narrative of Blackmun's years on the Court,
showing how he never lost sight of the human beings behind the legal cases and
how he was not afraid to question his own views on such controversial issues as
abortion, the death penalty, and sex discrimination. Greenhouse also tells the
story of how Blackmun's lifelong friendship with Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
withered in the crucible of life on the nation's highest court, revealing how political
differences became personal, even for the country's most respected jurists.
Becoming Justice Blackmun, written by America's preeminent Supreme Court
reporter, offers a rare and wonderfully vivid portrait of the nation's highest court,
including insights into many of the current justices. It is a must-read for everyone
who cares about the Court and its impact on our lives.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • America’s favorite self-taught cook opens
up about the most memorable moments of her life in this candid memoir-inspired
cookbook featuring 125 all-new recipes. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST
COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED AND FOOD NETWORK “No
matter the recipe, each of us changes a dish by our own preparation of it. It’s the
same with stories—once you put them out there, readers get to interpret them and
be affected by them as they will. Ultimately, it’s my hope that this book leaves
the reader with that quiet smile we all get after we eat a favorite comfort food.
Basically, I’m going for the afterglow of a big bowl of spaghetti.”—from the
Introduction As her fiftieth birthday approached, the woman who taught America
how to get dinner on the table, fast, started thinking not just about what to cook
that night, but how her passion for food and feeding people had developed over
her first fifty years. Filled with twenty-five thoughtful essays and 125 delicious
recipes, Rachael Ray 50 reads like a memoir and a cookbook at once. Captured
here are the moments and dishes Rachael finds most special, the ones she
makes in her own home and that you won’t find on her television shows or in her
magazine. Here are the memories that made her laugh out loud, or made her
teary. The result is a collection that offers the perfect blend of kitchen and life
wisdom, including thoughts on how we can all better serve the world and one
another. Also featured within these pages are gorgeous food photography,
personal photos, and Rachael’s own hand-drawn illustrations, offering a
revealing and intimate glimpse into her world and her every day inspiration.
A Washington Post bestselling cookbook Become the favorite family chef with
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100 tested, perfected, and family approved recipes. The healthy cookbook for
every meal of the day: Once upon a time, Jenn Segal went to culinary school and
worked in fancy restaurants. One marriage and two kids later she created Once
Upon a Chef, the popular blog that applies her tried and true chef skills with
delicious, fresh, and approachable ingredients for family friendly meals. With the
authority of a professional chef and the practicality of a busy working mom, Jenn
shares 100 recipes that will up your kitchen game while surprising you with their
ease. • Helpful tips on topics such as how to season correctly with salt, how to
balance flavors, and how to make the most of leftovers. • Great recipes for easy
weeknight family dinners kids will love, indulgent desserts, fun cocktails, exciting
appetizers, and more. • Jenn Segal is the founder of Once Upon a Chef, the
popular blog showcasing easy, family friendly recipes from a chef's point of view.
Her recipes have been featured on numerous websites, magazines, and
television programs. Fans of Chrissy Teigen, Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, Oh
She Glows, Magnolia Table, and Smitten Kitchen will love Once Upon a Chef, the
Cookbook. With 100 tested, perfected, and family approved recipes with helpful
tips and tricks to improve your cooking. • Breakfast favorites like Maple, Coconut
& Blueberry Granola and Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles • Simple soups, salads
and sandwiches for ideal lunches like the Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired
with Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches • Entrées the whole
family will love like Buttermilk Fried Chicken Tenders • Tasty treats for those
casual get togethers like Buttery Cajun Popcorn and Sweet, Salty & Spicy
Pecans • Go to sweets such as Toffee Almond Sandies and a Classic Chocolate
Lover's Birthday Cake
From the no 1 bestselling author DJ BBQ comes the definitive burger book. This
is the only burger book you'll ever need – the only burger book you'll ever want!
And it's not just beef burgers – The Burger Book is packed with burger recipes
covering options for fish, chicken, veggie, vegan, pork and lamb. It has buns. It
has sauces. It has sides. It has all the delicious flavours and madcap
shenanigans that you've come to expect from DJ BBQ and his crew. So whether
you want a classic, 10inch, lockjaw beef burger, or fancy trying a smoked
haddock burger, beetroot burger or gravy burger (yes, the burgers are soaked in
gravy!), this is the book for you. Learn to cook these burgers like a pro, whether
on the grill or back indoors, and understand the art of assembling the ultimate
bun-wrapped feast.
D'Lish Devilled Eggs both pays homage to the classic devilled egg and dishes up
creative, modern takes on tradition. And this isn't just a recipe book, its pages are
packed full with everything from how to make superb hard-cooked eggs every time, to
filling and garnishing picture-perfect stuffed eggs. With recipe suggestions for tasty
parties and seasonal and holiday pairings, D'Lish Devilled Eggs is the ultimate kitchen
companion. Full of fabulous tips, from the history of devilled eggs to collecting vintage
plateware, this book will definitely "egg you on" to head to the kitchen and "get crackin."
The Great American Burger BookHow to Make Authentic Regional Hamburgers at
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HomeAbrams
Want to take your burger making to a new and exciting level? Let Build Your Own
Burger show you how. This fun and practical guide to creating delicious and original
burgers has literally thousands of combinations. Split into four—the buns, the sauces,
the patties, and the toppings—cooks can mix and match elements by flipping the fourcut pages to create their ideal burger. Filled with burger ideas for any occasion and
every palate, this really is the only burger book you'll ever need. An introductory section
covers the basics—including equipment, ingredients, and troubleshooting tips—to get you
started before the fun really begins. With easy-to- follow methods and a photograph for
every recipe, even a beginner can start creating stunning designs from scratch in no
time at all. The beautiful photography and clever format will inspire cooks to create
unique and mouth-watering flavor combinations. The possibilities are endless, and
include a fiery Chili Bun with a Beef Jalapeño Patty, topped with Sweet Chili Mayo and
a Cooling Cucumber Salad; an Olive Ciabatta with Field Mushroom Patty, topped with
Vine Tomato Salsa and Grilled Halloumi; and a Classic Sesame Bun with a Jerk
Chicken Patty, topped with a Spicy Slaw and a Classic Green Salad.
Best-selling author J. Kenji López-Alt introduces Pipo, a girl on a quest to prove that
pizza is the best food in the world. Pipo thinks that pizza is the best. No, Pipo knows
that pizza is the best. It is scientific fact. But when she sets out on a neighborhoodspanning quest to prove it, she discovers that “best” might not mean what she thought
it means. Join Pipo as she cooks new foods with her friends Eugene, Farah, Dakota,
and Ronnie and Donnie. Each eating experiment delights and stuns her taste buds. Is a
family recipe for bibimbap better than pizza? What about a Moroccan tagine that
reminds you of home? Or is the best food in the world the kind of food you share with
the people you love? Warm and funny, with bright, whimsical illustrations by Gianna
Ruggiero, Every Night Is Pizza Night is a story about open-mindedness, community,
and family. With a bonus pizza recipe for young readers to cook with their parents,
Every Night Is Pizza Night will make even the pickiest eaters hungry for something new.
Jakey, Laura Larsen's three-year old grandson just disappears, without a trace!
Fighting the problems of borderline poverty, the divorced grandmother finds help with a
friend from grade school, a boy they all called the Wizard, searches for him. The
Wizard, along with Lily White, a retired policewoman, helps in the search for the
missing grandchild. Along the journey, the three encounter a world which the general
public is not aware of, one of child slavery, abuse and molestation. Stereotypes and
myths are brought to light and examined. In the world of Lost Lambs, many things are
not as they seem!
Oklahoma Back Road Restaurant Recipes Cookbook, the ninth edition in the STATE
BACK ROAD RESTAURANT RECIPES SERIES, is now open. From two-lane
highways and interstates to dirt roads and quaint downtowns, every road leads to
delicious food when traveling The Sooner State. Oklahoma Back Road Restaurant
Recipes is a well-researched and charming guide to Oklahoma's best locally owned
back-road restaurants plus favorite recipes from restaurant owners and chefs. This is
not your usual guide to high-priced, elite restaurants. Here you will find those hidden
gems that most people would never discover unless they lived in these small towns.
More than a restaurant guide, this is a cookbook that captures the unique flavor of
Oklahoma with favorite recipes shared by restaurant owners and chefs. Some recipes
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are signature dishes, others are family favorites... all are delicious.
Rachael Ray, #1 New York Times bestselling author and media mogul, offers up the
ultimate burger book. The Book of Burger is filled with over 300 recipes for burgers,
sliders, sides, sloppies, hot dogs, sandwiches, sauces, toppings and more. The Queen
of Burgers has drawn together her tastiest recipes for the ultimate between-the-buns
experience. Whether you're cooking for one or for one hundred in your own backyard
burger bash, The Book of Burger has you covered for bringing family and friends
together for the love of burgers! Please 'em all—big and small—with everything from
burgers to sandwiches, hot dogs, fries, sliders, and sloppies, and so much more. Start
with Rach's “Big Spicy Mac,” tempting you from the cover, or go with the heavenly
French Onion Burgers. And if beef isn't your thing, there are plenty of chicken, pork,
salmon, veggie, and lamb patties. Want a mind-blowing sandwich? Whip up the BEST
one Rachael has ever made: the 7-Hour Smoked Brisket Sandwich with Smoky BBQ
Sauce. Rachael even shares her legendary pickle recipe and her own homemade
burger blend. Want a fun, cute, tasty bite-size treat to pass around? Rachael is slider
obsessed and you will be, too: try the Mexican Pulled Pork Sliders. Rachael's friends
from the New York and South Beach Wine & Food Festivals' Burger Bashes also
contribute their award-winning recipes, including Bobby Flay's Louisiana Burger and
Masaharu Morimoto's Kakuni Burger. Twelve original videos (directly accessible by
links throughout the text) make The Book of Burger a truly multimedia experience and a
smart book that celebrates the infinite possibilities of everybody's favorite food.
A deep-dive into the art and philosophy of making the perfect hamburger, with recipes
for game-changing burgers and all the accoutrements. Chris Kronner has dedicated his
creative energy, professional skills, and a lifetime of burger experiences to
understanding America's favorite sandwich. In his debut cookbook, this trusted chef
reveals the secrets behind his art and obsession, and teaches you how to create all of
the elements of a perfect burger at home. Including tips for sourcing and grinding highquality meat, musings on what makes a good bun, creative ideas for toppings (spoiler
alert: there are more bad ideas out there than good, and restraint is the name of the
game), and more than forty burger accompaniments and alternatives—from superior
onion rings to seasonal salads to Filet-O-Fish-inspired Crab Burgers—this book is not
only a burger bible, but also a meditation on creating perfection in simplicity.
“This book grills up an enjoyable read for both avid foodies and novice diners alike!
Perman’s sneak peek into the fascinating history of In-N-Out is as good as the
delicious burgers themselves.” —Mario Batali, celebrity chef and author of Molto Italiano
A behind-the-counter look at the fast-food chain that breaks all the rules, Stacy
Perman’s In-N-Out Burger is the New York Times bestselling inside story of the family
behind the California-based hamburger chain with a cult following large enough to rival
the Grateful Dead’s. A juicy unauthorized history of a small business-turned-big
business titan, In-N-Out Burger was named one of Fast Company magazine’s Best
Business Books of 2009, and Fortune Small Business insists that it “should be required
reading for family business owners, alongside Rich Cohen’s Sweet and Low and
Thomas Mann’s Buddenbrooks.”

An encyclopaedic, eye-catching tribute to one of the world's most popular foods the humble hamburger Celebrate the classic hamburger with this unprecedented
collection of essays, photographs, and ephemera - a colourful look at the
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burger's origins and impact, assembled by a true burgerphile whose passion has
taken him around the globe. Perfect for home cooks and pop-culture addicts
alike, the book is chock-full of original research, exclusive interviews with culinary
icons, never-before-seen archival photographs from brands such as McDonald's
and White Castle, and twelve delicious recipes.
A fun, deep dive into the world of delicious barbecue and how to bring it to your
own backyard from two celebrated New York chefs (Matt Abdoo of Del Posto and
Shane McBride of Balthazar) who gave up their Michelin starred restaurants for
the smoke and ribs at Pig Beach! Matt Abdoo and Shane McBride cut their teeth
preparing three-star Italian and French cuisine. But, in their spare time, what they
really loved cooking and eating was barbecue. After years of apprenticeships
with the masters and winning barbecue contests, they opened a pop-up in
Brooklyn, Pig Beach, selling ribs, pulled pork, chicken, and strong drinks. Now,
it's become full-time restaurants in Brooklyn (over 7,000 square feet serving over
10,000 diners a week), Long Island City, and Palm Beach, and they have a deal
with Hormel to use their award-winning sauce on their products. Eater has
named Pig Beach "an essential barbecue restaurant" and Southern Living has
put it on their "Great American Barbecue Bucket List." In homage to their
upbringing, Matt and Shane have highlighted the voices of their mentors and
peers throughout the book, allowing them to add their insights and wisdom
alongside the two chefs' Pig Beach narrative. Not only does this position the book
as a collection of barbecue greats mentoring new pitmasters through the ages,
but it also relays a wide breadth of barbecue experience and knowledge.
Readers will be taken on a barbecue tour of the United States, learning exactly
how North Carolina 'cue differs from Texas 'cue, which of course differs from
Alabama 'cue, highlighting and exploring those techniques from the local
pitmasters themselves and explaining how anyone can replicate those flavors in
their own kitchen. From tips on buying or making the best smoker, to awardwinning riffs on traditional barbecue, Pig Beach BBQ Cookbook is a tour through
the world of great smoked meat, chicken, veggies, and sauces. Mixing more
traditional mouthwatering dishes like Good Old Buffalo Chicken Wings or
Smoked Beef Brisket with groundbreaking new dishes like Za'atar Rubbed Leg of
Lamb, and Yuzu Glazed Smoked Duck, and recipes for their championshipwinning sauces and rubs, this cookbook will be the one that any griller/smoker
worth his salt rub will want to own.
From Joey Campanaro, the lovable chef and owner of popular Little Owl
restaurant in New York City! Big Love Cooking features 75 accessible recipes
infused with Mediterranean flavors inspired by Joey's Italian-American family.
This is simple, authentic food, with generous servings and nourishing, shareable
meals. • Includes stories from the restaurant, historical NYC photographs, and
conversational advice • Dishes include Little Owl Crispy Chicken, Ricotta
Cavatelli with Tomato Broth, Bacon, and Fava Beans, and Brioche French Toast
with Stewed Strawberries. • Features warm, inviting photography that emulates
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the family-style meals With accessible recipes and familiar ingredients, this
cookbook is perfect for big family meals that will please a crowd. Recipes include
mouth-watering dishes like Littleneck Clams with Juicy Bread, Mom-Mom Pizza,
and Pork Chop with Parmesan Butter Beans. • Big Love Cooking is a return to
hearty platters and heartwarming comfort food with a strong sense of place. •
Perfect for cooks interested in Mediterranean cuisine and Italian-American
favorites • A great book for the home cook that is interested in hearty, delicious
Italian meals over trends • You'll love this book if you love cookbooks like
Carmine's Family-Style Cookbook by Michael Ronis, The Meatball Shop
Cookbook by Daniel Holzman and Michael Chernow, and The Frankies Spuntino
Kitchen Companion & Cooking Manual by Peter Falcinelli, Frank Castronovo,
and Frank Meehan.
The ultimate cookbook for BBQ lovers, with recipes and tips for heavenly
hamburgers and much more. Weber’s Big Book of Burgers tips a spatula to the
mighty beef patty, celebrating our national dish in all its glory, and goes beyond
the bun, reinventing the burger with modern twists and alternative ingredients
such as pork, poultry, seafood, and veggies. And it doesn’t stop there—with
recipes for sizzling sausages, hot dogs, and brats, plus sides like out-of-thisworld onion rings and drinks like luscious milkshakes—this book pays homage to
other classic barbecue fare and offers 160 inspiring reasons for you to fire up the
grill. Packed with nearly 250 full-color photos, step-by-step instructions, and
whimsical watercolor illustrations, Weber’s Big Book of Burgers is sure to
become as classic as the burger itself. From the food to the fun to the flavors,
you’ll find juicy goodness on every single page. Weber’s Big Book of Burgers
also includes: The Five Steps to Burger Perfection for perfect patties and big,
juicy burgers time and time again Tried-and-true expert advice on grinding your
own meat for burgers; building a better burger; grill setups, maintenance, and
safety; tools of the trade; ten tips for grilling greatness; and more A visual
sausage guide detailing many different varieties’ flavor profiles and origins
Regional burger and hot dog features on these American favorites with full-color
illustrations from artist Linda Kelen Feature stories on who invented the
hamburger; the New England–style top-loading bun; Sheboygan: the home of the
brat; pickles; and understanding the science behind food euphoria
This New York Times bestselling book is filled with hundreds of fun, deceptively
simple, budget-friendly ideas for sprucing up your home. With two home
renovations under their (tool) belts and millions of hits per month on their blog
YoungHouseLove.com, Sherry and John Petersik are home-improvement
enthusiasts primed to pass on a slew of projects, tricks, and techniques to do-ityourselfers of all levels. Packed with 243 tips and ideas—both classic and
unexpected—and more than 400 photographs and illustrations, this is a book that
readers will return to again and again for the creative projects and easy-to-follow
instructions in the relatable voice the Petersiks are known for. Learn to trick out a
thrift-store mirror, spice up plain old roller shades, "hack" your Ikea table to
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create three distinct looks, and so much more.
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